THE LINE OF BEAUTY
And our goal is to constantly reinterpret design history, discreetly moving forward to explore the delicacy of invention. Our Darryl Carter, Kara Mann and Originals collections ignite our imagination and celebrate the daring, the bold, and the exceptional.
New designer collaborations from the creative minds of Darryl Carter and Kara Mann are richly layered with influences of classical traditions. Our designer collections pursue harmony and delight with an emphatic dash of daring.

Moving confidently into the future, these influential and admired designers bring fresh air and a sense of bravado to today’s interiors.
Our Originals Collection offers dynamic new ways to appreciate and enjoy classic, versatile design. Timeless designs are animated with new silhouettes and updated materials.
Perhaps I am bygone in my preference for intimate gatherings in the home, but there are so few opportunities to quietly connect, and they should be celebrated in sublime environments. Sublime by implication suggests quiet, thoughtful and original."—Darryl Carter
Washington DC designer Darryl Carter embraces the richness of detail that is the result of fine craftsmanship.

For Carter, a sense of history is always present in his design. Classical references resonate throughout the collection but always with a modern attitude. He proceeds with a light touch very much connected to today’s sensibilities and styles.

“While the more classical pieces in my new Milling Road collection have familiar origins, there is a tilt on how I have expressed them” Carter said. “The scenes in the Chinoiserie offerings are purposefully over-scaled to wrap the entire piece, for example.”

Composition, proportion and scale come to the fore in Carter’s designs. Working closely with our studio’s highly specialized staff, Carter brought new perspectives and richness to revered traditional crafts.

And he’s a practical designer, in love with versatile design that clearly acknowledges the utilitarian discipline of 21st-century design.
“I am a steadfast believer in classical forms both modern or traditional. They tend to be lasting. Straight lines, lean curves, clean angles and never any superfluous or gratuitous embellishment make timeless design and give lasting pleasure.”—Darryl Carter
“As a proponent and lover of architecture, history and craft, I try to imbue all of my environments with each of these elements.”

—Darryl Carter
Perhaps I am bygone in my preference for intimate gatherings in the home, but there are so few opportunities to quietly connect, and they should be celebrated in sublime environments. Sublime by implication suggests quiet, thoughtful and original.”—Darryl Carter

“A room has to function but must still be gorgeous.”—Kara Mann
Kara Mann’s 54-piece furniture collection for Milling Road reflects her singular audacity of vision.

Dynamic, luxurious, and elegant, the surprising and sculptural pieces Mann designed challenge and inspire us to rethink interiors and modern design.

The designer’s work invites us to celebrate her exceptional approach. Her bold geometries are superbly made in our Milling Road studios.

The New York Times has written that Kara Mann’s designs are “interiors with a subversive side”. And yet hers is contemporary design that rejoices in fine craftsmanship.

“I think of my work as young and fresh,” Mann said recently. “I’m constantly looking for something new and invigorating. I tap into many design sources for a mix of vintage and contemporary. Design today is all about the mix.”

Mann fully inhabits today’s culture and in her work she also references contemporary art, classical forms, iconic fashion houses and current style directions, as well as embracing contemporary art, and classical interiors, she conceives unexpected combinations.

Kara Mann’s designs enhance our reality. They fuel the imagination and inspire dreams.
“The inspiration for this collection came from our research into Baker’s archive. We combined that heritage with my own background in design, art and fashion to create a furniture collection that is infused with both modern edge and relaxed glamour.” — Kara Mann
CAGED BED | MR7021K

BAND DRESSER | MR7001

PLINTH SIDE TABLE | MR7010

SERENE CHAISE | MR7231CS

WEBB TABLE LAMP | DC104

GROUNDED ACCENT TABLE | MR7085
BOB STOOL | MR7097
“My signature style walks the line between sophistication and edge, classicism and irreverence, femininity and masculinity.”—Kara Mann
In our Originals Collection, symmetry pleases the eye and fine materials thrill the touch. These are designs that make a human connection. Originals Collection represents the best of Milling Road furniture, fully expressed.
GUNDERSON LOUNGE CHAIR | MR6160C

GUNDERSON OTTOMAN | MR7032

STRAIGHT UP SIDEBOARD | MR7032
Practicality, meticulous proportion, and comfort are celebrated.
"Perhaps I am bygone in my preference for intimate gatherings in the home, but there are so few opportunities to quietly connect, and they should be celebrated in sublime environments. Sublime by implication suggests quiet, thoughtful and original."—Darryl Carter
DARRYL CARTER UPHOLSTERY

**MR4704SE BLAKE TUFTED EXTENDED SOFA**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 94" D 33" H 31.5" SH 19" AH 31.5"
W 238.8cm D 83.8cm H 80.0cm SH 48.3cm AH 80.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany

**MR4704S BLAKE TUFTED SOFA**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 84" D 33" H 31.5" SH 19" AH 31.5"
W 213.4cm D 83.8cm H 80.0cm SH 48.3cm AH 80.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany

**MR4704L BLAKE TUFTED LOVESEAT**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 66" D 33" H 31.5" SH 19" AH 31.5"
W 167.6cm D 83.8cm H 80.0cm SH 48.3cm AH 80.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany

**MR4710S WORTHINGTON SETTEE**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 75.5" D 35" H 35" SH 19" AH 35"
W 191.8cm D 88.9cm H 88.9cm SH 48.3cm AH 88.9cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
DARRYL CARTER UPHOLSTERY

MR4704C  BLAKE TUFTED LOUNGE CHAIR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 36” D 33” H 31.5” SH 19” AH 31.5”
W 91.4cm D 83.8cm H 80.0cm SH 48.3cm AH 80.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany

MR4704O  BLAKE TUFTED OTTOMAN
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 23” D 23” H 17.5”
W 58.4cm D 58.4cm H 44.5cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany

MR4702S  RITTENHOUSE SOFA
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 80” D 40” H 33” SH 19.5” AH 24.5”
W 203.2cm D 101.6cm H 83.8cm SH 49.5cm AH 62.2cm
Available with Exposed Turned Leg or Dreamaker Skirt
Also available in extended 92” length as 5702SE
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany

MR4702L  RITTENHOUSE LOVESEAT
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 60” D 40” H 33” SH 19.5” AH 24.5”
W 152.4cm D 101.6cm H 83.8cm SH 49.5cm AH 62.2cm
Available with Exposed Turned Leg or Dreamaker Skirt
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
DARRYL CARTER UPHOLSTERY

MR4701C PORTER LOUNGE CHAIR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 38” D 38” H 28” SH 18” AH 28”
W 96.5cm D 96.5cm H 71.1cm SH 45.7cm AH 71.1cm
Also available as 46” W 4701CE Chair and a Half

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4701S PORTER SOFA
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 80” D 38” H 28” SH 18” AH 28”
W 203.2cm D 96.5cm H 71.1cm SH 45.7cm AH 71.1cm
Also available in extended 89” length as 5701SE

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4701C PORTER DAYBED
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 84.5” D 31” H 28” SH 18” AH 28”
W 214.6cm D 78.7cm H 71.1cm SH 45.7cm AH 71.1cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4701 PORTER SECTIONAL
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 114” D 88” H 28” SH 18” AH 28”
W 290.6cm D 223.5cm H 71.1cm SH 45.7cm AH 71.1cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer
DARRYL CARTER UPHOLSTERY

MR4701SC PORTER CORNER SOFA
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 88” D 38” H 28” SH 18” AH 28”
W 223.5cm D 96.5cm H 71.1cm SH 45.7cm AH 71.1cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4701LA PORTER ARMLESS LOVESEAT
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 48” D 38” H 28” SH 18”
W 121.9cm D 96.5cm H 71.1cm SH 45.7cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4701SO PORTER ONE ARM SOFA
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 76” D 38” H 28” SH 18” AH 28”
W 193.0cm D 96.5cm H 71.1cm SH 45.7cm AH 71.1cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4701LO PORTER ONE ARM LOVESEAT
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 52” D 38” H 28” SH 18” AH 28”
W 132.1cm D 96.5cm H 71.1cm SH 45.7cm AH 71.1cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer
MR4700C MEYER LOUNGE CHAIR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 34.5" D 37.5" H 31" SH 20" AH 31"
W 87.6cm D 95.3cm H 78.7cm SH 50.8cm AH 78.7cm
Also available as 51" W 4700CE Chair and a Half

MR4700S MEYER SOFA
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 83" D 37.5" H 31" SH 20" AH 31"
W 210.8cm D 95.3cm H 78.7cm SH 50.8cm AH 78.7cm
Also available in extended 94" length as 4700SE

MR4712C MORSE WINGBACK CHAIR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 34" D 33" H 42.5" SH 18.5" AH 24.5"
W 86.4cm D 83.8cm H 108.0cm SH 47.0cm AH 62.2cm
Also available without tufting

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Distressed Teak
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4712C MORSE WINGBACK CHAIR UNTUFTED
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 34" D 33" H 42.5" SH 18.5" AH 24.5"
W 86.4cm D 83.8cm H 108.0cm SH 47.0cm AH 62.2cm
Also available without tufting

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Distressed Teak
Black Brushed Lacquer
MILLING ROAD

DARRYL CARTER UPHOLSTERY

MR4712O MORSE OTTOMAN
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 20.5” D 27” H 18”
W 52.1cm D 68.6cm H 45.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Distressed Teak
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4705O BLAKE TUFTED COCKTAIL OTTOMAN
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 47.5” D 47.5” H 17.5” SH 17.5”
W 120.7cm D 120.7cm H 44.5cm SH 44.5cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany

DARRYL CARTER OCCASIONAL

MR4552 MONUMENT COCKTAIL OTTOMAN
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 48” D 48” H 18”
W 121.9cm D 121.9cm H 45.7cm
Available with tufted top or smooth top with decorative seams
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Steel
White Powdercoat

MR4551 TREY COCKTAIL TABLE
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 57” D 35” H 16”
W 144.8cm D 88.9cm H 40.6cm
STANDARD FINISH:
White Powdercoat Base
Blackened Steel Base
Italian Grey Marble Top
DARRYL CARTER OCCASIONAL

**MR4553 PATTISON COCKTAIL TABLE**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 38" D 23" H 16"
W 96.5cm D 58.4cm H 40.6cm

**STANDARD FINISH:**
White Powdercoat with White Calacatta Marble Top
Antique Brass with Italian Gray Marble Top

**MR4562 PATTISON NESTING TABLE**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 32" D 14" H 20"
W 81.3cm D 35.6cm H 50.8cm

**STANDARD FINISH:**
White Powdercoat with White Calacatta Marble Top
Antique Brass with Italian Gray Marble Top

**MR4560 HARDING LAMP TABLE**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 23" D 23" H 23"
W 58.4cm D 58.4cm H 58.4cm

**STANDARD FINISH:**
Blackened Steel Base with Distressed Teak Top
White Powdercoat Base with Whitewashed Mahogany Top

**MR4583 FOLD ACCENT TABLE**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 16" D 16" H 20"
W 40.6cm D 40.6cm H 50.8cm

**STANDARD FINISH:**
Blackened Steel Base
Antique Brass Base
Italian Gray Marble Top
DARRYL CARTER OCCASIONAL

MR4566 PATTERSON SOFA TABLE
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 54" D 18" H 30"
W 137.2cm D 45.7cm H 76.2cm

STANDARD FINISH:
White Powdercoat with White Calacatta Marble Top
Antique Brass with Italian Gray Marble Top

MR4568 MERIDIAN DEMILUNE TABLE
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 42" D 21" H 29.5"
W 106.7cm D 53.3cm H 76.9cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer

MR4555 HAMPDEN MEDIA CONSOLE
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 76" D 19" H 22"
W 193.0cm D 48.3cm H 55.9cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Steel
White Powdercoat

MR4500 PRISM ACCENT CHEST
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 52.5" D 18" H 34.75"
W 133.4cm D 45.7cm H 88.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Whitewashed Mahogany and White Lacquer
Classic Mahogany and Black Lacquer
DARRYL CARTER OCCASIONAL

MR4503  HAMPDEN CONSOLE
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 56” D 20” H 32”
W 142.2cm D 50.8cm H 81.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Steel
White Powdercoat

DARRYL CARTER DINING

MR4528  AVONDALE SIDEBOARD
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 68” D 19” H 33.8”
W 172.7cm D 48.3cm H 85.7cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany with Italian Grey Marble Top
Whitewashed Mahogany with White Concrete Top

MR4595  GLOVER DISPLAY CASE
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 38” D 19” H 90”
W 96.5cm D 48.3cm H 228.6cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer
DARRYL CARTER DINING

MR4537 FOLD ROUND DINING TABLE (48”)
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 48” D 48” H 30”
W 121.9cm D 121.9cm H 76.2cm
Also available in 60” and 72” diameters
STANDARD FINISH:
White Powdercoat Base
Blackened Steel Base
Distressed Teak Top
Whitewashed Mahogany Top

MR4536 FOLD RECTANGLE DINING TABLE (82”)
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 82” D 44” H 30”
W 208.3cm D 111.8cm H 76.2cm
Also available in 98” and 120” lengths
STANDARD FINISH:
White Powdercoat Base
Blackened Steel Base
Distressed Teak Top
Whitewashed Mahogany Top

MR4538 ROSEDALE DINING TABLE
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 72” D 42” H 30”
W 182.9cm D 106.7cm H 76.2cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Whitewashed Mahogany Top with Classic Mahogany Base
Classic Mahogany with Black Lacquer Accents

MR4543 WINDOM SETTEE
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 48” D 25” H 35” SH 19” AH 25”
W 121.9cm D 63.5cm H 88.9cm SH 48.3cm AH 63.5cm
STANDARD FINISH:
White Brushed Lacquer
Gustavian Grey Brushed Lacquer
Classic Mahogany
Black Brushed Lacquer
DARRYL CARTER DINING

**MR4546 WINDOM SIDE CHAIR**  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 19” D 23” H 35” SH 19”  
W 48.3cm D 58.4cm H 88.9cm SH 48.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:  
White Brushed Lacquer  
Gustavian Gray Brushed Lacquer  
Classic Mahogany  
Black Brushed Lacquer

**MR4547 WINDOM ARM CHAIR**  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 23.5” D 25” H 35” AH 25”  
W 59.7cm D 63.5cm H 88.9cm AH 63.5cm

STANDARD FINISH:  
White Brushed Lacquer  
Gustavian Gray Brushed Lacquer  
Classic Mahogany  
Black Brushed Lacquer

DARRYL CARTER BEDROOM

**MR4504 BLAIR SEMAINIER**  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 30” D 20” H 66”  
W 76.2cm D 50.8cm H 167.6cm

STANDARD FINISH:  
Classic Mahogany  
Black Brushed Lacquer

**MR4509 WALSH CHEST**  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 34” D 20” H 30”  
W 86.4cm D 50.8cm H 76.2cm

STANDARD FINISH:  
Light Chinoiserie Base  
Dark Chinoiserie Base  
White Concrete Top  
Italian Gray Marble Top
DARRYL CARTER BEDROOM

**MR4510 HAMPDEN SIDE TABLE**  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 28" D 18" H 24"  
W 71.1 cm  D 45.7 cm  H 61.0 cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Blackened Steel  
White Powdercoat

**MR4511 HAMPDEN SMALL SIDE TABLE**  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 23" D 17" H 17"  
W 58.4 cm  D 43.2 cm  H 43.2 cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Blackened Steel  
White Powdercoat

**MR4521K HAMMIL KING PLATFORM BED**  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 86.5" D 91.5" H 42"  
W 219.7 cm  D 232.4 cm  H 106.7 cm  
Also available in 70.5" Queen size bed  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Classic Mahogany  
Black Brushed Lacquer

**MRTHROW-BED THROW PILLOW FOR HAMMIL BED**  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
KING SIZE W 59" D 3" H 15"  
QUEEN SIZE W 76" X D 2" X H 15"
DARRYL CARTER LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

MR4596 HOBABT MIRROR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 34” D 2.75” H 48”
W 86.4cm D 7.0cm H 121.9cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Black Lacquer

MR4598 SYLVAN MIRROR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 39” D 2” H 53”
W 99.1cm D 5.1cm H 134.6cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Black Lacquer Exterior
Matte White Interior
Antique Gold Accents

MR4597 OCTAGONAL MIRROR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 26.3” D 3.5” H 26.3”
W 66.7cm D 8.9cm H 66.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Black Lacquer
White Lacquer

DC110 GLACIER TABLE LAMP
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 14” D 14” H 24.25”
W 35.6cm D 35.6cm H 61.6cm
STANDARD FINISH:
White Concrete Base
Black Powdercoat and Crystal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lamp Model</th>
<th>Lamp Name</th>
<th>Dimensions (W x D x H)</th>
<th>Finish Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC100</td>
<td>Gallery Table Lamp</td>
<td>11.3&quot; x 11&quot; x 22&quot;</td>
<td>Black Powdercoat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.6cm x 27.9cm x 55.9cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC106</td>
<td>Shore Table Lamp</td>
<td>13&quot; x 13&quot; x 20.5&quot;</td>
<td>White Gesso Resin, Tortoiseshell Resin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33.0cm x 33.0cm x 52.1cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC101</td>
<td>Lynbrook Table Lamp</td>
<td>10&quot; x 15&quot; x 28.5&quot;</td>
<td>Black Powdercoat w/White Concrete Resin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25.4cm x 38.1cm x 72.4cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC105</td>
<td>Webb Buffet Lamp</td>
<td>13&quot; x 13&quot; x 34&quot;</td>
<td>White Powdercoat, Black Powdercoat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33.0cm x 33.0cm x 86.4cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DC104 WEBB TABLE LAMP
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 13” D 13” H 30”
W 33.0cm D 33.0cm H 76.2cm
STANDARD FINISH:
White Powdercoat
Black Powdercoat

DC103 EDGE TABLE LAMP
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 14” D 14” H 24.8”
W 35.6cm D 35.6cm H 62.9cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Black Powdercoat w/White Concrete Resin

DC202 STICKS FLOOR LAMP
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 16” D 16” H 66.5”
W 40.6cm D 40.6cm H 168.9cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Black Powdercoated Steel

DC200 GALLERY FLOOR LAMP
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 22” D 23.8” H 55”
W 55.9cm D 60.3cm H 139.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Black Powdercoated Steel
Darryl Carter Lighting & Accessories

DC201 Lynbrook Floor Lamp
The Darryl Carter Collection
W 11" D 15.5" H 55.5"
W 27.9cm D 39.4cm H 141.0cm
Standard Finish:
Black Powdercoat w/White Concrete Resin

DC300 Volta Pendant
The Darryl Carter Collection
W 10.5" D 10.5" H 34"
W 26.7cm D 26.7cm H 86.4cm
Standard Finish:
Opal Glass and Antique Brass

DC504 Oliver Resin Bowl
The Darryl Carter Collection
W 25.5" D 24" H 5.25"
W 64.8cm D 61.0cm H 13.3cm
Standard Finish:
White

DC500 Tidal Vessel
The Darryl Carter Collection
W 24" D 24" H 9" D 24"
W 61.0cm D 61.0cm H 22.9cm Dl 61.0cm
Standard Finish:
Weathered Concrete Resin with Black or White Powdercoated Steel Base
DARRYL CARTER LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

DC505 STAND FOR 502 OR 501
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 12.8" D 12.8" H 12"
W 32.4cm D 32.4cm H 30.5cm
STANDARD FINISH:
White Powdercoat

DC503 TENLEY LARGE JAR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 12.5" D 12.5" H 26" DI 12.5"
W 31.8cm D 31.8cm H 66.0cm DI 31.8cm
STANDARD FINISH:
White Gloss Ceramic with Matte Black Painting

DC502 TENLEY SMALL JAR
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 12" D 12" H 13" DI 12"
W 30.5cm D 30.5cm H 33.0cm DI 30.5cm
STANDARD FINISH:
White Gloss Ceramic with Matte Black Painting

DC501 MORTAR VESSEL
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 14" D 14" H 14" DI 14"
W 35.6cm D 35.6cm H 35.6cm DI 35.6cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Weathered Concrete Resin
DARRYL CARTER LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

**DCART1** FOUR LETTER WORD  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 55" D 1.5" H 55"  
W 139.7cm D 3.8cm H 139.7cm

**DCART9** WORD SEARCH  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 49.5" D 2.3" H 49.5"  
W 125.7cm D 5.7cm H 125.7cm

**DCART10** METAL SKID  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 41" D 2.3" H 31"  
W 104.1cm D 5.7cm H 78.7cm

**DCART6** SPLIT PERSONALITY  
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION  
W 31.5" D 2.3" H 51.5"  
W 80.0cm D 5.7cm H 130.8cm
DARRYL CARTER LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

**DCART5 SCRIBBLE**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 48" D 3.3" H 38"
W 121.9cm D 8.3cm H 96.5cm

**DCART2 LARGE FRAME**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 20" D 2.3" H 14"
W 50.8cm D 5.7cm H 35.6cm

**DCART3 SMALL FRAME**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 14.5" D 2.3" H 13"
W 36.8cm D 5.7cm H 33.0cm

**DCRUG1 DISTORTED OUSHAK AREA RUG**
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 8" D 10" H 1"
W 20.3cm D 25.4cm H 2.5cm
Also available as 9'x12', 10'x14', 11'x16'

STANDARD FINISH:
Natural
Mustard
DCRUG3 STITCHED FELT AREA RUG
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 8” D 10” H 1”
W 20.3cm D 25.4cm H 2.5cm
Also available as 9’x12’, 10’x14’, & 11’x16’

STANDARD FINISH:
Ivory with Gray Stitching
Ivory with Peacock Stitching
Ivory with Mustard Stitching
Ash with Ivory Stitching

DCRUG4 TONE ON TONE TRAFFIC AREA RUG
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 8” D 10” H 1”
W 20.3cm D 25.4cm H 2.5cm
Also available as 9’x12’, 10’x14’, & 11’x16’

STANDARD FINISH:
Denim
Ash
Lichen
Stone
Khaki

DCRUG5 TRIBAL BLANKET AREA RUG
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 8” D 10” H 1”
W 20.3cm D 25.4cm H 2.5cm
Also available as 9’x12’, 10’x14’, & 11’x16’

STANDARD FINISH:
Sand
Pebble
Pebble with Chocolate Border
Ivory

DCRUG2 PATCH AREA RUG
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 8” D 10” H 1”
W 20.3cm D 25.4cm H 2.5cm
Also available as 9’x12’, 10’x14’, & 11’x16’

STANDARD FINISH:
Ivory
Gray
DARRYL CARTER LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

DCRUG7 GEOMETRIC RUG
THE DARRYL CARTER COLLECTION
W 8' D 10' H 1”
W 2.43m D 3.05m H 0.305m
Also available as 9’x12’, 10’x14’, & 11’x16’

STANDARD FINISH:
Mustard
Rust
Gray

KARA MANN UPHOLSTERY

MR7203C BEAU CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 41.3” D 37.3” H 29.3” SH 18.8”
W 104.8 cm D 94.6 cm H 74.3 cm SH 47.6 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Natural Walnut
Whitewashed Walnut

MR7203O BEAU OTTOMAN
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 34” D 20.5” H 18” SH 18”
W 86.4 cm D 52.1 cm H 45.7 cm SH 45.7 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Natural Walnut
Whitewashed Walnut
KARA MANN UPHOLSTERY

MR7203S BEAU SOFA
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 90.3" D 37.3" H 29.3" SH 18.8"
W 229.2cm D 94.6cm H 74.3cm SH 47.6cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Natural Walnut
Whitened Walnut

MR7201S STEADY SOFA
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 95.3" D 32.3" H 28.5" SH 18.8" AH 28.5"
W 241.9cm D 81.9cm H 72.4cm SH 47.6cm AH 72.4cm

MR7201C MID-SIZE SOFA
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 80" D 32.3" H 28.5" SH 18.8" AH 28.5"
W 203.2cm D 81.9cm H 72.4cm SH 47.6cm AH 72.4cm

MR7201C STEADY CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 35" D 32.3" H 28.5" SH 18.8" AH 28.5"
W 88.9cm D 81.9cm H 72.4cm SH 47.6cm AH 72.4cm
Also available with Steady Ottoman MR7201O

MR7201SM STEADY MID-SIZE SOFA
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 80" D 32.3" H 28.5" SH 18.8" AH 28.5"
W 203.2cm D 81.9cm H 72.4cm SH 47.6cm AH 72.4cm

MR7201S STEADY SOFA
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 95.3" D 32.3" H 28.5" SH 18.8" AH 28.5"
W 241.9cm D 81.9cm H 72.4cm SH 45.6cm AH 72.4cm

Also available with Steady Ottoman MR7201O
**KARA MANN UPHOLSTERY**

**MR7220S LAX Sofa**
The KARA MANN COLLECTION

W 84.25" D 39.25" H 33" SH 20" AH 22"
W 214.0cm D 99.7cm H 83.8cm SH 50.8cm AH 55.9cm

Standard Finish:
Blackened Walnut

**MR7220ST Studio Sectional (Chaise Sofa)**
The KARA MANN COLLECTION

W 84.3" D 39.3" H 33" SH 20" AH 22"
W 214.0cm D 99.7cm H 83.8cm SH 50.8cm AH 55.9cm

Also available in extended 114" length as MR7220STE

Standard Finish:
Blackened Walnut

**MR7221 LAX Skirted Sectional**
The KARA MANN COLLECTION

W 107" D 39.9" H 33" SH 20" AH 22"
W 271.8cm D 99.7cm H 83.8cm SH 50.8cm AH 55.9cm

**MR7221CS LAX Skirted Sectional One Arm Chaise (Left/Right)**
The KARA MANN COLLECTION

W 38" D 72.5" H 33" SH 20" AH 22"
W 96.5cm D 184.2cm H 83.8cm SH 50.8cm AH 55.9cm

Also available with exposed foot as MR7220CN

*No Image Available*
KARA MANN UPHOLSTERY

MR7221LO  LAX SKIRTED SECTIONAL ONE ARM LOVESEAT (LEFT/RIGHT)
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 68” D 39.3” H 33” SH 20” AH 22”
W 172.7cm D 99.7cm H 83.8cm SH 50.8cm AH 55.9cm
Also available with exposed feet as MR7220LO

MR7221SC  LAX SKIRTED SECTIONAL ONE ARM CORNER SOFA (LEFT/RIGHT)
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 107” D 39.3” H 33” SH 20” AH 22”
W 271.8cm D 99.7cm H 83.8cm SH 50.8cm AH 55.9cm
Also available with exposed feet as MR7220SC

MR7221SO  LAX SKIRTED SECTIONAL ONE ARM SOFA (LEFT/RIGHT)
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 97.5” D 39.3” H 33” SH 20” AH 22”
W 247.7cm D 99.7cm H 83.8cm SH 50.8cm AH 55.9cm
Also available with exposed feet as MR7220SO

NO IMAGE AVAILABLE
KARA MANN UPHOLSTERY

**MR7202C BRUTE CHAIR**
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 34.3” D 34.5” H 32.5” SH 18.5” AH 23”
W 87.0 cm D 87.6 cm H 82.6 cm SH 47.0 cm AH 58.4 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Antique Bronze

**MR7202O BRUTE OTTOMAN**
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 25.6” D 20.3” H 18”
W 64.8 cm D 51.4 cm H 45.7 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Antique Bronze

**MR7202SM BRUTE MID-SIZE SOFA**
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 85.5” D 37.8” H 27.5” SH 19.3” AH 27.5”
W 217.2 cm D 95.9 cm H 69.9 cm SH 48.9 cm AH 69.9 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Antique Bronze

**MR7202S BRUTE SOFA**
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 96.5” D 37.8” H 27.5” SH 19.3” AH 27.5”
W 245.1 cm D 95.9 cm H 69.9 cm SH 48.9 cm AH 69.9 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Antique Bronze
KARA MANN UPHOLSTERY

MR7200C  CHARMER CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 36" D 31" H 26.5" SH 19.5" AH 26.5"
W 91.4cm D 78.7cm H 67.9cm SH 49.5cm AH 67.3cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut

MR7200O  CHARMER OTTOMAN
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 24.5" D 24.5" H 18" SH 18"
W 62.2cm D 62.2cm H 45.7cm SH 45.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut

MR7200S  CHARMER SOFA
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 90.5" D 33" H 26.5" SH 19.5" AH 26.5"
W 229.9cm D 83.8cm H 67.9cm SH 49.5cm AH 67.3cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut

MR7231C3  SERENE CHAISE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 29.3" D 73" H 31" SH 19.5" AH 20.5"
W 74.3cm D 185.4cm H 78.7cm SH 49.5cm AH 52.1cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut w/Antique Bronze ferrule
KARA MANN UPHOLSTERY

MR7232C SLING CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 24" D 24.8" H 26 3/8" SH 16" SH 40.6cm
W 61.0cm D 62.9cm H 66.7cm SH 40.6cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Antique Bronze with Saddle Leather or Black Leather

MR7230C SLANT CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 27.5" D 29.5" H 34.5" SH 16.8" AH 22.5" SH 45.1cm AH 57.2cm
W 69.9cm D 74.9cm H 87.6cm SH 42.5cm AH 57.2cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut

MR7234O STAR OTTOMAN
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 55" D 19.5" H 17.8" H 45.1cm
W 139.7cm D 49.5cm H 45.1cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Natural Walnut with Blackened Walnut Accents

MR7016 BETTER TOGETHER BENCH
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 26" D 18" H 21"
W 66.0cm D 45.7cm H 53.3cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut w/Metallic Accents
Natural Walnut with Metallic Accents
**MR7097 BOB AND SHORTY STOOLS**  
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION  
W 17.5” D 17.5” H 18.5” DI 17.5”  
W 44.5cm D 44.5cm H 47.0cm DI 44.5cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Blackened Walnut with Faux Black Shearling Top  
Whitened Walnut with Faux Black Shearling Top

**MR7051 TUMBLE COCKTAIL TABLE**  
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION  
W 42” D 42” H 16.5” DI 42”  
W 106.7cm D 106.7cm H 41.9cm DI 106.7cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Oil Rubbed Bronze

**MR7052 BLOCK COCKTAIL TABLE**  
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION  
W 62” D 43” H 15”  
W 157.5cm D 109.2cm H 38.1cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Faded Burl Wood  
Natural Burl Wood

**MR7050 EDGE COCKTAIL TABLE**  
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION  
W 52” D 24” H 16”  
W 132.1cm D 61.0cm H 40.6cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Chinoiserie  
Natural Walnut
KARA MANN OCCASIONAL

MR7053 BAR COCKTAIL TABLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 60” D 28” H 16.5”
W 152.4cm D 71.1cm H 41.9cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Natural Walnut
Whitened Walnut

MR7010 PLINTH SIDE TABLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 26” D 22” H 26”
W 66.0cm D 55.9cm H 66.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut
Faded Burl Wood

MR7060 STRAIGHT UP SIDE TABLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 26” D 24” H 24”
W 66.0cm D 61.0cm H 61.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut
Black Liquid Lacquer

MR7011 MINIMUM SIDE TABLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 30” D 16” H 26.3”
W 76.2cm D 40.6cm H 66.7cm
TOP SHELF FINISH OPTION:
Chinoiserie
Natural Walnut
**KARA MANN OCCASIONAL**

**MR7059 HALO SIDE TABLE**  
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION  
W 26" D 26" H 24" DI 26"  
W 66.0CM D 66.0CM H 61.0CM  
STANDARD FINISH:  
- Black Leather  
- Oyster Leather

**MR7061 FLOAT SIDE TABLE**  
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION  
W 25" D 25" H 24"  
W 63.5CM D 63.5CM H 61.0CM  
STANDARD FINISH:  
- Blackened Walnut  
- Faded Burl Wood

**MR7084 GROUNDED ACCENT TABLE**  
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION  
W 15" D 15" H 17"  
W 38.1CM D 38.1CM H 43.2CM  
STANDARD FINISH:  
- Black Liquid Lacquer/Natural Burl  
- White Lacquer/Faded Burl

**MR7085 GROUNDED ACCENT TABLE**  
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION  
W 15" D 15" H 17"  
W 38.1CM D 38.1CM H 43.2CM  
STANDARD FINISH:  
- Faded Burl/White Lacquer  
- Natural Burl/Black Liquid Lacquer
MR7063 CRADLE ACCENT TABLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 14” D 14” H 20.25” DI 14”
W 35.6cm D 35.6cm H 51.4cm DI 35.6cm

STANDARD FINISH:
- Blackened Walnut
- Natural Walnut

MR7062 COMPOSED ACCENT TABLE - HIGH
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 15.8” D 15” H 24”
W 40.0cm D 38.1cm H 61.0cm

STANDARD FINISH:
- Black Liquid Lacquer

MR7083 COMPOSED ACCENT TABLE - LOW
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 14” D 12.5” H 19”
W 35.6cm D 31.8cm H 48.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
- Black Liquid Lacquer

MR7065 WRAP CONSOLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 72.8” D 16.8” H 34”
W 184.8cm D 42.5cm H 86.4cm

STANDARD FINISH:
- Oil Rubbed Bronze/Polished Bronze Base
- Black Liquid Lacquer Top
- Honed Breccia Marble Top
- Whitened Walnut Top
KARA MANN OCCASIONAL

MR7066  STACK CONSOLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 78" D 15" H 29"
W 198.1cm D 38.1cm H 73.7cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Metallic Wood Grain
Natural Walnut

MR7087  STRAIGHT UP DESK
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 60" D 26" H 30"
W 152.4cm D 66.0cm H 76.2cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Natural Walnut
Saddle Leather

MR7095  STRAIGHT UP ETAGERE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 46.3" D 15" H 84"
W 117.5cm D 38.1cm H 213.4cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Oil Rubbed Bronze Frame
Honed Breccia Marble Shelves
Natural Walnut Shelves

MR7073  LUST CHEST
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 60" D 20" H 32"
W 152.4cm D 50.8cm H 81.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Oil Rubbed Bronze
KARA MANN DINING

MR7032 STRAIGHT UP SIDEBOARD
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 66” D 20” H 32”
W 167.6 cm D 50.8 cm H 81.3 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut w/ Black Liquid Lacquer Doors
Natural Walnut w/ Breccia Marble Top

MR7031 HUNK SERVER
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 58” D 22” H 32”
W 147.3 cm D 55.9 cm H 81.3 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut w/ Metallic Accents
Whitened Walnut w/ Metallic Accents

MR7036 LIQUID DINING TABLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 96” D 46” H 30”
W 243.8 cm D 116.8 cm H 76.2 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Oil Rubbed Bronze and Polished Bronze Base
Whitened Walnut Top
Natural Walnut Top
Blackened Walnut Top

MR7037 SOLID DINING TABLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 48-60” D 48-60” H 30” D1 48-60”
W 121.9 cm D 152.4 cm H 76.2 cm D1 121.92-152.4 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Natural Walnut
Whitened Walnut
KARA MANN DINING

MR7040 CANE SIDE CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 21.5" D 24" H 34.8" SH 20"
W 54.6cm D 61.0cm H 88.3cm SH 50.8cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut
Natural Walnut

MR7041 CANE ARM CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 22.5" D 24" H 34.8" SH 20"
W 57.2cm D 61.0cm H 88.3cm SH 50.8cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut
Natural Walnut

MR7048 SLIP SIDE CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 20.5" D 23.8" H 33.8" SH 20"
W 52.1cm D 60.3cm H 85.7cm SH 50.8cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut
Natural Walnut

MR7048-SC SLIPCOVER FOR SLIP SIDE CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
STANDARD FINISH:
Black Linen
White Linen
KARA MANN DINING

MR7049  SLIP ARM CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 22" D 25.5" H 33.8" SH 20"
W 55.9 cm D 64.8 cm H 85.7 cm SH 50.8 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut
Natural Walnut

MR7049-SC  SLIPCOVER FOR SLIP ARM CHAIR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION

STANDARD FINISH:
Black Linen
White Linen

KARA MANN BEDROOM

MR7089  CLASSIC VANITY TABLE
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 54" D 25" H 30.5"
W 137.2 cm D 63.5 cm H 77.5 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Chinoiserie

MR7001  BAND DRESSER
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 48.5" D 23" H 36"
W 123.2 cm D 58.4 cm H 91.4 cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Black Liquid Lacquer
Natural Walnut
KARA MANN BEDROOM

MR7021K CAGED KING BED
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 83" D 87" H 48.3"
W 210.8cm D 221.0cm H 122.6cm
Also Available Without Post and Canopy
STANDARD FINISH:
Oil Rubbed Bronze

MR7021Q CAGED QUEEN BED
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 67" D 87" H 48.3"
W 170.2cm D 221.0cm H 122.6cm
Also Available Without Post and Canopy
STANDARD FINISH:
Oil Rubbed Bronze

KARA MANN LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

MR7012 PLATE MIRROR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 54" D 1.5" H 30"
W 137.2cm D 3.8cm H 76.2cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Oil Rubbed Bronze
Polished Bronze

MR7013 LOOP MIRROR
THE KARA MANN COLLECTION
W 27.8" D 1.5" H 42.8"
W 70.5cm D 3.8cm H 108.6cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Black Liquid Lacquer
THE ORIGINALS UPHOLSTERY

MR6162C GRANT LOUNGE CHAIR
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 39.3" D 36" H 27.5" SH 18.3" AH 24"
W 99.7cm D 91.4cm H 69.9cm SH 46.4cm AH 61.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut

MR6162S GRANT SOFA
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 89" D 36" H 27.5" SH 18.3" AH 24"
W 226.1cm D 91.4cm H 69.9cm SH 46.4cm AH 61.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut

MR6163C POMMEL LOUNGE CHAIR
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 36.5" D 34" H 32" SH 19" AH 23.5"
W 92.7cm D 86.4cm H 81.3cm SH 48.3cm AH 59.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut

MR6163S POMMEL SOFA
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 84.5" D 33.25" H 32" SH 19" AH 23.5"
W 214.6cm D 84.5cm H 81.3cm SH 48.3cm AH 59.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Blackened Walnut
THE ORIGINALS UPHOLSTERY

MR6160C GUNDERSON LOUNGE CHAIR
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 41.5" D 34.5" H 26.8" SH 19" AH 27"
W 105.4cm D 87.6cm H 67.9cm SH 48.3cm AH 66.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Anvil Steel

MR6160O GUNDERSON OTTOMAN
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 30" D 23" H 17" SH 18"
W 76.2cm D 58.4cm H 43.2cm SH 46.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Anvil Steel

MR6160S GUNDERSON SOFA
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 92.8" D 34.5" H 26.8" SH 19" AH 26.3"
W 235.6cm D 87.6cm H 67.9cm SH 48.3cm AH 66.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Anvil Steel

MR6166C RACERBACK LOUNGE CHAIR
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 28.3" D 31.5" H 31.5" SH 18.5"
W 71.8cm D 80.0cm H 80.0cm SH 47.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Sabino
### THE ORIGINALS UPHOLSTERY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Code</th>
<th>Style Name</th>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR6167C</td>
<td>COURBETTE LOUNGE CHAIR</td>
<td>THE ORIGINALS</td>
<td>W 26.3&quot; D 33&quot; H 37.5&quot; SH 16.8&quot; AH 23&quot;</td>
<td>Sorrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR6167O</td>
<td>COURBETTE OTTOMAN</td>
<td>THE ORIGINALS</td>
<td>W 26.3&quot; D 20.5&quot; H 15.8&quot;</td>
<td>Sabino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR5071C</td>
<td>ENGLISH COTTAGE CHAIR</td>
<td>THE ORIGINALS</td>
<td>W 29&quot; D 30&quot; H 35&quot; SH 19&quot; DI 26&quot;</td>
<td>Sorrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR5071L</td>
<td>ENGLISH COTTAGE SETTEE</td>
<td>THE ORIGINALS</td>
<td>W 56&quot; D 30&quot; H 36&quot; SH 22&quot; AH 25.8&quot;</td>
<td>Sorrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR5071O</td>
<td>ENGLISH COTTAGE OTTOMAN</td>
<td>THE ORIGINALS</td>
<td>W 56.2cm D 76.2cm H 91.4cm SH 55.9cm AH 65.4cm</td>
<td>Sabino</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE ORIGINALS UPHOLSTERY

303-30-9 FRENCH CIGAR CHAIR
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 30" D 36" H 38" SH 19" AH 24"
W 76.2cm D 91.4cm H 96.5cm SH 48.3cm AH 61.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown

MR501C RESTAURATION CHAIR
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 30" D 31" H 38" SH 19.5" AH 26"
W 76.2cm D 78.7cm H 96.5cm SH 49.5cm AH 66.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Sorrel

520-31-9 EUROPEAN CLUB CHAIR
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 31" D 35" H 39" SH 21" AH 26"
W 78.7cm D 88.9cm H 99.1cm SH 53.3cm AH 66.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown

335-33-9 BAMBOO LOUNGE CHAIR
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 33" D 34" H 33.5" SH 20" AH 22.5"
W 83.8cm D 86.4cm H 85.1cm SH 50.8cm AH 57.2cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Old World Mahogany
THE ORIGINALS UPHOLSTERY

MR6169O TUFFET OTTOMAN
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 27.5" D 27.5" H 17.5" SH 17.5"
W 69.9cm D 69.9cm H 44.5cm SH 44.5cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Umber

308-TUFTED HASSOCK
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 22.5" D 22.5" H 17.5"
W 57.2cm D 57.2cm H 44.5cm
Available with plain or button tufted top

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Umber

MR3016 REGENCY BENCH
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 32.5" D 20.3" H 19"
W 82.6cm D 51.4cm H 48.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Umber

668-WOVEN X BENCH
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 32" D 17" H 23" SH 19" AH 23"
W 81.3cm D 43.2cm H 58.4cm SH 48.3cm AH 58.4cm
THE ORIGINALS UPHOLSTERY

941-67-9 CHAISE LOUNGE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 33" D 67" H 31" SH 18" AH 25"
W 83.8cm D 170.2cm H 78.7cm SH 45.7cm AH 63.5cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Umber

19-910-1 20TH CENTURY BENCH
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 54" D 22" H 27.3" SH 19" AH 27.3"
W 137.2cm D 55.9cm H 69.2cm SH 48.3cm AH 69.2cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Umber

MR2016 BENCH
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 55" D 20" H 20"
W 139.7cm D 50.8cm H 50.8cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Tan

MR4017 JESSICA BENCH
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 62" D 20.5" H 25.75"
W 157.5cm D 52.1cm H 65.4cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown
Frost
THE ORIGINALS UPHOLSTERY

961-38-9 ROUND OTTOMAN
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 38" D 38" H 18"
W 96.5cm D 96.5cm H 45.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown

THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

MR2052 ENGLISH COCKTAIL TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 52" D 52" H 20.5"
W 132.1cm D 132.1cm H 52.1cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Tannen

MR2050 CANE COCKTAIL TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 48.3" D 30.3" H 18.3"
W 122.6cm D 76.8cm H 46.4cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Tannen
THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

MR4051 COLONNADE COCKTAIL TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 54" D 28" H 19"
W 137.2cm D 71.1cm H 48.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Kettle Base
Shale Top
Sorrel Top

MR4050 MOSER COCKTAIL TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 54" D 28" H 19"
W 137.2cm D 71.1cm H 48.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Sorrel

17-506-1 ROCOCO COCKTAIL TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 50.5" D 28.5" H 19"
W 128.3cm D 72.4cm H 48.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Antique Black and Burl Wood

MR4058 JACOB SIDE TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 31" D 19.3" H 28.3"
W 78.7cm D 48.9cm H 71.8cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Bracken
Classic Mahogany
Shale
Sorrel
THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

MR4060 TRADD SIDE TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 28” D 20” H 28.3”
W 71.1cm D 50.8cm H 71.8cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Kettle Base
Shale Top & Shelf
Sorrel Top & Shelf

MR4090 WELLINGTON TIER TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 34” D 22” H 30.8”
W 86.4cm D 55.9cm H 78.1cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Bourbon
Whitewash

MR4067-1 WATTEAU SIDE TABLE – STONE TOP
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 26” D 20” H 27.8”
W 66.0cm D 50.8cm H 70.5cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Sorrel
St Laurent Marble Top

MR3078 TIER TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 26” D 26” H 27.3”
W 66.0cm D 66.0cm H 69.9cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown w/Aged European Umber Accents
Old World Caramel
THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

**MR3062 NESTING TABLES**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 24" D 15" H 28"
W 61.0cm D 38.1cm H 71.1cm

**MR3059 NEOCLASSIC SIDE TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 22" D 22" H 26.8" DI 22"
W 55.9cm D 55.9cm H 67.9cm DI 55.9cm

**MR3080 DRUM TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 30" D 30" H 27.3" DI 30"
W 76.2cm D 76.2cm H 69.2cm DI 76.2cm

**MR3069 PEDESTAL SIDE TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 30" D 30" H 28.3" DI 30"
W 76.2cm D 76.2cm H 72.4cm DI 76.2cm

**STANDARD FINISH:**
Aged European Brown w/Aged European Umber Tops
Cream
Aged European Brown

**STANDARD FINISH:**
Aged European Umber
Cream
Old World Caramel
THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

**MR3058 LOUIS XIV OVAL SIDE TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 30" D 22" H 28"
W 76.2cm D 55.9cm H 71.1cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown
Classic Mahogany
Cream
Old World Caramel
Whitewash

**MR3053 FRENCH SIDE TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 28" D 28" H 27" DI 28"
W 71.1cm D 71.1cm H 68.6cm DI 71.1cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown
Cream

**MR3060 CONTINENTAL LAMP TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 28" D 28" H 27.5" DI 28"
W 71.1cm D 71.1cm H 69.9cm DI 71.1cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown top w/Beluga Base

**MR4082 ASTOR SPOT TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 21.8" D 21.8" H 27.5" DI 21.8"
W 55.2cm D 55.2cm H 69.9cm DI 55.2cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Bourbon
THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

MR3090 CONTINENTAL DRINKS TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 18” D 18” H 24.3” DI 18”
W 45.7cm D 45.7cm H 61.6cm DI 45.7cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown top w/Beluga Base

MR3083 CHAIRSIDE TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 24” D 12” H 25”
W 61.0cm D 30.5cm H 63.5cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown w/Aged European Umber Accents
Cream

MR3066 WAVY LEG TIERED SIDE TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 12.5” D 22” H 25.5”
W 31.8cm D 55.9cm H 64.8cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Umber
Cream
Old World Caramel

MR3086 BOOK TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 17” D 20” H 26”
W 43.2cm D 50.8cm H 66.0cm
STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown
Old World Caramel
THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

MR3067 WEST INDIES CENTER TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 36” D 36” H 29” DI 36”
W 91.4cm D 91.4cm H 73.7cm DI 91.4cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown

MR2067 CONSOLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 67.3” D 18.8” H 35.3”
W 170.8cm D 47.6cm H 89.5cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Old World Caramel
Tannen

MR4066 WANLI CONSOLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 58” D 20.8” H 32.3”
W 147.3cm D 52.7cm H 81.9cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Arecanut
Bourbon

MR2068 FLIP TOP CONSOLE TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 72” D 22” H 32.3”
W 182.9cm D 55.9cm H 81.9cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged Iron Base
Tannen Top
THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

**MR2087 WRITING DESK**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 60" D 28" H 30.3"
W 152.4cm D 71.1cm H 76.8cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Old World Caramel

**MR3087 WRITING TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 40.3" D 20.3" H 30"
W 102.2cm D 51.4cm H 76.2cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown w/Aged European Umber Accents

Dunnwood w/Cream Accents

**MR2088 BLACKWELL DESK**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 70.3" D 34" H 30.3"
W 178.4cm D 86.4cm H 76.8cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Tannen w/Aged European Umber

**24-850-1 DOUBLE PEDESTAL DESK**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 60" D 30" H 30.5"
W 152.4cm D 76.2cm H 77.5cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Old World Mahogany
THE ORIGINALS OCCASIONAL

**MR3096 PALLADIAN BOOKCASE**  
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION  
W 52" D 19" H 86.3"  
W 132.1cm D 48.3cm H 219.1cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Designer Palette Only

**MR3071 MEDIA CABINET**  
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION  
W 68" D 23" H 28"  
W 172.7cm D 58.4cm H 71.1cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Aged European Brown

THE ORIGINALS DINING

**MR3032 MING SIDEBOARD**  
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION  
W 72" D 18" H 36"  
W 182.9cm D 45.7cm H 91.4cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Antique Mahogany  
Blaze  
Whitewashed Mahogany

**MR3029 SIDEBOARD**  
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION  
W 79.3" D 20" H 38"  
W 201.5cm D 50.8cm H 96.5cm  
STANDARD FINISH:  
Aged European Brown
THE ORIGINALS DINING

**MR4036 MANON DINING TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION

W 70” D 44” H 30”
W 177.8cm D 111.8cm H 76.2cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Classic Mahogany
Sorrel

**MR2036 TRESTLE TABLE**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION

W 88” D 46” H 30.3”
W 223.5cm D 116.8cm H 76.8cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Barley

**MR2046 SLOANE SIDE CHAIR**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION

W 21” D 22” H 35.8” SH 19”
W 53.3cm D 55.9cm H 90.8cm SH 48.3cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Brun

**MR3098 COUNTER SEAT**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION

W 18.3” D 15” H 26”
W 46.4cm D 38.1cm H 66.0cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Umber
THE ORIGINALS DINING

MR2018 DINING BENCH
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 55.5" D 24.8" H 35.3"
W 141.0cm D 62.9cm H 89.5cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Tannen

THE ORIGINALS BEDROOM

MR2001 DRESSER
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 60" D 19.8" H 34"
W 152.4cm D 50.2cm H 86.4cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Umber
Morton White
Tannen

MR3076 BACHELOR’S CHEST
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 48" D 19" H 48"
W 121.9cm D 48.3cm H 121.9cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Aged European Brown
Classic Mahogany
Old World Caramel
THE ORIGINALS BEDROOM

MR3099 LOUIS XIV PAINTED CHEST
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 44" D 18" H 32"
W 111.8cm D 45.7cm H 81.3cm
STANDARD FINISH: Morton White

MR4004 KATRINE CHEST
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 45" D 19" H 40.8"
W 114.3cm D 48.3cm H 103.5cm
STANDARD FINISH: Frost

MR4008 LATTICE BEDSIDE TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 26" D 18.5" H 28.3"
W 66.0cm D 47.0cm H 71.8cm
STANDARD FINISH: Ivory Lacquer
Black Lacquer w/ Glazed Red Top

MR-3008 BEDSIDE TABLE
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 30" D 20" H 28.5"
W 76.2cm D 50.8cm H 72.4cm
STANDARD FINISH: Aged European Brown
Old World Caramel
THE ORIGINALS BEDROOM

**MR2008 BEDSIDE TABLE**
The Originals Collection
W 32" D 20.8" H 29.5"
W 81.3cm D 52.7cm H 74.9cm

**MR2008 BEDSIDE CHEST**
The Originals Collection
W 34" D 19.8" H 29.5"
W 86.4cm D 50.2cm H 74.9cm

**MR4025K DELPHINE BED - KING**
The Originals Collection
W 81.5" D 87.5" H 64.5"
W 207.0cm D 222.3cm H 163.8cm

**MR4025Q DELPHINE BED - QUEEN**
The Originals Collection
W 65.5" D 87.5" H 64.5"
W 166.4cm D 222.3cm H 163.8cm

**STANDARD FINISH:**
- Designer Palette Only
- Aged European Brown
- Classic Mahogany
- Tannen

**STANDARD FINISH:**
- Frost
- Sorrel
THE ORIGINALS LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

**MR2012 MIRROR**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 42.5" D 2" H 42.5"
W 108.0cm D 5.1cm H 108.0cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Cream
Tan

**MRL020 SOMMERSO GLASS BOTTLE LAMP**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 15" D 15" H 24"
W 38.1cm D 38.1cm H 61.0cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Mocha Brown and Kiwi Green

---

**MRL021 SOMMERSO GLASS DOME LAMP**
THE ORIGINALS COLLECTION
W 13" D 13" H 20" DI 13"
W 33.0cm D 33.0cm H 50.8cm DI 33.0cm

STANDARD FINISH:
Mocha Brown and Kiwi Green
PAGE 6 & 7
MR7202L RITENHOUSE LOVESEAT: 26-597 / PILLOWS: 32-769
MR4553 PATTERSON COCKTAIL TABLE: ANTIQUE BRASS AND ITALIAN
GRAY MARBLE

PAGE 8
MR6166C RACERBACK LOUNGE CHAIR: L1115, OLD HAVANA MADERA,
AND SABINO FINISH

PAGE 10 & 11
MR7202SM BRUTE MIDSIZE SOFA 12-852
MR7220C SLANT CHAIR: L1960, BLACKENED WALNUT FINISH
MR7053 BAR COCKTAIL TABLE, WHITENED WALNUT FINISH

PAGE 16 & 17
MR4701CS PORTER DAYBED: 93-751, CLASSIC MAHOGANY FINISH /
PILLOWS: 74-588
MR4562 PATTERSON NESTING TABLE: WHITE POWDERCOAT AND
CALACATTA MARBLE
MR4701S PORTER SOFA: 93-751, CLASSIC MAHOGANY FINISH /
PILLOWS: 74-588
PAGE 18
MR4704S  BLAKE TUFTED SOFA: 26-605, CLASSIC MAHOGANY FINISH

PAGE 21
MR4712C  MORSE WINGBACK CHAIR: L1200, CLASSIC MAHOGANY FINISH
MR4536   FOLD ROUND DINING TABLE: WHITENASHED MAHOGANY AND WHITE POWDERCOAT

PAGE 22
MR4705S  WORTHINGTON SETTEE: 79-560, CLASSIC MAHOGANY FINISH
MR4547   WINDOM ARM CHAIR: 64-205, GUSTAVIAN GRAY LACQUER
MR4500   PRISM ACCENT CHEST: WHITENASHED MAHOGANY AND WHITE LACQUER
DCART1   FOUR LETTER WORD

PAGE 24 & 25
MR4701C  PORTER LOUNGE CHAIR: 26-695 FABRIC, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
DC201    LYNBROOK FLOOR LAMP
MR4701SC & MR4701LO  PORTER SECTIONAL: 26-695 FABRIC, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
DC202    STICKS FLOOR LAMP
MR4551   TREY COCKTAIL TABLE, WHITE LACQUER AND ITALIAN GREY MARBLE
DCART5   SCRIBBLE
PAGE 24
MR4500  PRISM ACCENT CHEST: WHITE LACQUER AND WHITEWASHED MAHOGANY FINISH
MR4566  PATTESON SOFA TABLE: ANTIQUE BRASS AND ITALIAN GRAY MARBLE
MR4598  SYLVAN MIRROR

PAGE 27
MR4521K  HAMMIL PLATFORM BED: 80-110, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
MR4511  HAMPDEN SIDE TABLE: WHITE POWDER COAT, WHITE LACQUER, AND ITALIAN GRAY MARBLE
DC110  GLACIER TABLE LAMP

PAGE 28 & 29
MR4543  WINDOM SETTEE: L1050, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
MR4595  GLOVER DISPLAY CASE: BLACK LACQUER
MR4597  OCTAGONAL MIRROR, BLACK LACQUER
MR4509  WALSH CHEST, LIGHT CHINOISERIE
DCART3  SMALL FRAME
DC500  TIDAL VESSEL, BLACKENED STEEL BASE

PAGE 31
MR4547  WINDOM ARM CHAIR: 64-205, GUSTAVIAN GRAY LACQUER
PAGE 32 & 33
MR4597  OCTAGONAL MIRROR, WHITE LACQUER
MR4543  WINDOM SETTEE: L1050, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
MR4555  HAMPDEN MEDIA CONSOLE: WHITE POWDER COAT AND
         WHITE LACQUER
DCART9  WORD SEARCH
DC103   EDGE TABLE LAMP

PAGE 35
MR4509  WALSH CHEST: LIGHT CHINOISERIE AND WHITE CONCRETE

PAGE 37
MR4704S BLAKE TUFTED SOFA: 26-605, CLASSIC MAHOGANY FINISH
DC201   LYNBROOK FLOOR LAMP

PAGE 38 & 39
MR4543  WINDOM SETTEE: L1050, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
MR4547  WINDOM ARM CHAIR: 11-550 (FRONT), 32-772 (BACK),
         BLACK LACQUER FINISH
         FOLD RECTANGLE TABLE: WHITewASHED MAHOGANY AND
         WHITE POWDER COAT
MR4538  ROSENDALE DINING TABLE: WHITENED MAHOGANY AND CLASSIC MAHOGANY
MR4712O  MORSE OTTOMAN: L1138, BLACK LACQUER FINISH
MR4597  OCTAGONAL MIRROR, WHITE LACQUER
DC100  GALLERY TABLE LAMP

MR7232C  SLING CHAIR: BLACK LEATHER AND ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISH
MR7201SM  STEADY MID-SIZE SOFA: 51-335
MR7050  EDGE COCKTAIL TABLE: CHINOISERIE AND OIL RUBBED BRONZE FINISH
MR7095  STRAIGHT UP ETAGERE, BLACKENED STEEL AND HONED BRECCIA MARBLE

MR7230C  SLANT CHAIR: L1960, BLACKENED WALNUT FINISH
MR7202SM  BRUTE MID-SIZE SOFA: 12-857, ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISH
MR7053  BAR COCKTAIL TABLE: WHITENED WALNUT, POLISHED BRONZE, AND OIL RUBBED BRONZE

MR7232C  SLING CHAIR: SADDLE LEATHER, ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISH
MR7040  CANE SIDE CHAIR: L1951, NATURAL WALNUT FINISH
MR7087  STRAIGHT UP DESK: NATURAL WALNUT AND OIL RUBBED BRONZE FINISH
**PAGE 63**

- **MR6163C** GUNDERSON LOUNGE CHAIR: L1054, ANVIL STEEL FINISH
- **MR6163S** POMMEL SOFA: L1100 / PILLOWS: 32-767
- **MR7053** STRAIGHT UP SIDEBOARD: BLACK LIQUID LACQUER AND ANTIQUE BRONZE FINISH

**PAGE 64**

- **MR6160C & MR6160O** GUNDERSON LOUNG CHAIR AND OTTOMAN: L1054, ANVIL STEEL FINISH
- **MR7032** BAR COCKTAIL TABLE NATURAL WALNUT

**PAGE 67**

- **MR6166C** RACERBACK LOUNGE CHAIR: L1115, OLD HAVANA MADERA, AND SABINO FINISH

**PAGE 70 & 71**

- **MR6167C** COURBETTE LOUNGE CHAIR: L1105, SABINO FINISH
- **MR6162S** GRANT SOFA: L1137, BLACKENED WALNUT FINISH
- **MR4050** MOSER COCKTAIL TABLE: MAHOGANY SOLIDS WITH OAK BURL VENEER
PAGE 72
MR4058  JACOB SIDE TABLE
MR4058K  DELPHINE BED, KING, 54-100, FROST FINISH

PAGE 75
MR4017  JESSICA BENCH, 54-100, FROST